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1: Peter Bryce - Wikipedia
Peter Henderson Bryce (August 17, - January 15, ) was an official of the Ontario Health Department,
www.enganchecubano.com a public official he submitted reports that highlighted the mistreatment of Indigenous
students in the Canadian Indian residential school system and advocated for the improvement of environmental
conditions at the schools.

Politics in Canada This past fall, I was involved in the musical-historical project Four Horses that tells the
story of a dark chapter in Canadian history. Working with University of Regina Press publishers of Clearing
the Plains we set out to introduce a new generation to the story of how the federal government used disease
and famine in an attempt to destroy First Nation identity in Canada. The Four Horses project forced me to look
closer, and the closer I looked, the starker the picture became. The obscure figure is a crusading bureaucrat
named Peter Henderson Bryce. In he released an explosive report On the Indian Schools Of Manitoba and the
Northwest Territories that exposed the atrocious death rates of tuberculosis among children in the residential
school system. He laid the blame on both the Churches and the Federal government. Bryce insisted that all
Indian Affairs officials under his watch begin tracking the monthly rates of illness in First Nation
communities. In the larger Aboriginal population, Bryce found that tuberculosis was killing an estimated On
the prairies the death rate was closer to 90 per Medical authorities knew the importance of public health
initiatives to fight the spread of TB but federal officials did little to stop the devastation in First nation
populations. Bryce pushed the federal government to establish proper hospitals and hire nurses who could
slow the spread of the illness. He pushed to have the Churches removed from Indian education and put forth
recommendations to ensure to an overhaul of federal education responsibilities with adequate financial
support. He was in a long line of department bureaucrats who saw their role as saving the federal government
money by ignoring Treaty obligations. To Department bureaucrats higher deaths meant fewer expenses for the
Department. Between and alone, the native population in Canada dropped from , to , I cannot conceive except
upon the hypothesis that we grow callous amidst such a frightful death rate? To Scott, the role of the
residential schools was to brutally simple: Our objective is to continue until there is not a single Indian in
Canada that has not been absorbed into the body politic and there is no Indian question, and no Indian
Department. Children were forcibly removed from their home communities and put into a system that the
Department knew was fundamentally unsafe for children. Scott and his officials knew the death rates and the
incompetency of the Churches for providing for basic health, safety and education. But rather than take action
to protect the children, Scott set out to erase the evidence. He ended the position of Chief Medical inspector
for the schools. Scott went on to be celebrated for his years of "public service" while Bryce quit the federal
service in disgust. Nonetheless, with his professional career in tatters, Bryce called out both Duncan Scott and
the Federal government in an article entitled "The Story of a National Crime. So what is there to learn from
these two men? Ninety years on, the Department of Indian Affairs continues to act as a bureaucratic
impediment to basic improvements in education, health and social improvement. There is nothing accidental
about this dysfunction. It is the result of decades of deliberate policy choices -- the same choices that promoted
Duncan Campell Scott while suppressing the work of Peter Henderson Bryce. Ninety years on, we have the
job of undoing these wrong choices. It is time that we put our nation back on the right road with our treaty
partners. So, it may seem like a century too late but thank you Peter Bryce for your dedication and public
service. The Story of a National Crime: Being an Appeal for Justice to the Indians of Canada. James Hope and
Sons. Canadian Bulletin of Medical History. Volume 13, Daschuk, James. University of Regina Press.
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2: Physician advocacy essential for Canada's First Nations
CANADA PRICE, 35 CENTS E ' THE STORY OF A NATIONAL CRIME BEING A Record of the Health Conditions of the
Indians of Canada from to BY DR. P, H. BRYCE, M. A., M. D. Chief Medical Officer of the Indian Department.

Worldwide nothing has changed. First, it is ridiculed. Second, it is violently opposed. Third, it is accepted as
being self-evident. This indicated that there was a larger more powerful connection at play. It did not take long
to find this bigger connection. However, in the early years, there were few people who would accept the
reality of these larger global connections. Most people do not want to believe that corruption and abuse against
innocent families and children exists in Canada and the U. They need to feel a sense of security in the society
they live in, and that need is so great that most people will prefer to believe a lie rather than face the truth.
They want to believe that such things only exist in third world countries! Understanding that even the basics of
the wickedness in Nova Scotia, Canada was hard for most people to accept, we originally limited the
information we posted to local concerns. However, it broke our hearts to find testimonies from parent groups
throughout North America and beyond who had worked years to inform the public and had attemped to
change the system, as we had, with no success. They were frustrated and did not understand why, despite all
the evidence that had come forward, nothing was done, nothing changed. We felt they were owed an
explanation, so, hopefully, now is the time for people to hear and accept the "Bigger Global Picture". The
powerful connections that are responsible for abusing our innocent families and children go to the highest
levels that hides behind secrecy and secret organizations. Countless people will hate the New World Order and
will die protesting against it. When we attempt to evaluate its promise, we have to bear in mind the distress of
a generation or so of malcontents, many of them quite gallant and graceful-looking people. Wells Finally
alternate media, first hand testimonies from people coming out of these evil organizations, and countless
politicians began now declaring openly the plan for a New World Order and a one world government. Because
of this, it is hoped that people will accept the evidence we are now posting concerning this evil global
connection. Because of the push to form a One World Government, we are all connected in our struggle. Thus
far there are at least 8 powers that are struggling for this one world domination: They all use and manipulate
each other but, ultimately, each wants ultimate control. In the Christian Bible, it is prophesied that an evil
Anti-Christ will set up a one World government utilizing a one world religion where all the people of the
world will eventually be forced to worship him alone. It is difficult, at this time, to determine, for certain, if
this Anti-Christ raises up from any of the 8 powers mentioned above or elsewhere. Please link here if you are
interested in learning more about the Anti- Christ. Over the years, we have seen the voice of the people shut
down: Both the US and Canada have passed laws to remove our right and freedoms, including free speech:
Oath Keepers military police and sheriffs loyal to the US Constitution - ready to defend the people against
enemies "foreign or domestic" and some congress people, senators and US States have also taken a stand.
Even concerned individuals have gone to the courts to fight the NSAA. We believe the internet, as we know it,
soon will be limited. Eventually internet use will be removed completely from the hands of the people. The
time is short. The time to get this information out is now. The victims can be your family, your children, your
grandchildren, your nieces and nephews etc. You cannot move away from this threat - It is global! You must
not put your head in the sand! But the current and planned use of Electronic, Psychotronic Mind Control
which can be used on people in mass is the most alarming of all! They want our children to rebel against us.
They want the new generation to view the "state" as their parent. But worse than all this, they want to kill off
most of the people on this planet, and all under the guise of environmentally saving the planet. We have been
declared the enemy - They openly state that we, and our children must be sacrificed for the greater good. If
this sounds extreme to you then it is because you have not been paying attention to the world events that are
unfolding before your very eyes. You have been lulled into ignorance and apathy. The expansion of sports and
sports arenas, the addiction to various social networks, the focus on celebraties on so called "news" shows.
This has all been designed to placate the masses and to get your focus off politics and the changes that are
being done to you and your family. Your attention has also been diverted to worrying about the economy and
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an "enemy" that shifts and changes to suit the political manipulating whims of a small powerful elite. The
people in the highest realm of this global power call us "stupid sheep", and we are being lead to the slaughter!
You must wake up NOW! Time is VERY short! I suggest you start with the several topics listed under
"Agenda 21":
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3: Waakebiness-Bryce Institute for Indigenous Health
Dr. Bryce was a pioneer in public health. As the first secretary of the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario, he set up the
first public health education exhibit about tuberculosis prevention in and drafted the Public Health Act of â€”the first
provincial public health act in Canada.

Bryce attended Upper Canada College and then earned his ba , ma , and mb at the University of Toronto,
winning the silver medal in medicine and the Starr gold medal. Bryce returned to Canada and opened a general
practice in Guelph, Ont. In he completed his md at the University of Toronto, but by he had closed his medical
practice because of the pressure of his work as a civil servant, which increased in when he also became deputy
registrar general in charge of vital statistics. His reputation soon spread: As well, he was an active member of
the Canadian Association for the Prevention of Tuberculosis. In this position Bryce was responsible for the
medical inspection of newcomers at a time of massive immigration, as well as for overseeing the health
conditions of the indigenous population. Run by churches, funded by the state, and supervised by men such as
Hayter Reed , former Indian commissioner for the North-West Territories, these institutions were intended to
assimilate indigenous people. Bryce did not examine the children, but instead inspected the state of the school
buildings as well as the available student records. His Report on the Indian schools of Manitoba and the
North-West Territories made clear the links between poor sanitation and ventilation in the schools and the
infection of undernourished children. For those Indian Affairs bureaucrats who had for some time been
planning to shut the expensive industrial schools, the negative publicity was not altogether unwelcome, but
many principals took offence: His suggestion that the government assume complete financial and
administrative control of the schools went far beyond what his superiors were willing to do. His advocacy of
non-denominational schools and increased government financial commitment was not well received. Bryce
was pensioned off in , and the following year he wrote a scathing attack on the Department of Indian Affairs,
blaming Scott personally for the continuing deaths of children after In The story of a national crime he
claimed that when Scott became deputy minister in he effectively pushed Bryce out of Indian Affairs. Bryce
was openly bitter that he had not been appointed its first deputy minister, however, and his resentment may
have diminished the public impact of his criticisms of the government. Although Bryce pursued his quarrel
with Scott and the department that he led after he left the civil service, he also followed other interests during
his retirement. In the First Nations Child and Family Caring Society of Canada established awards in his
honour to recognize adults and youths who have advocated for systemic changes that will benefit the health
and well-being of indigenous children in Canada. Lux Peter Henderson Bryce is the author of: Lux, Medicine
that walks: Titley, A narrow vision: Mariana Valverde, The age of light, soap, and water: Wherrett, The
miracle of the empty beds:
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4: Peter Henderson Bryce Award - Who was Dr. Peter Henderson Bryce? | The Caring Society
The history of public health, / by S. Smith -- The American Public Health Association, past, present, future / by M.P.
Ravenel --The story of public health in Canada / by P.H. Bryce.

Even though the journal would wait another year before assuming its more familiar name, the American
Journal of Public Health was now the official monthly publication of the then member APHA. The birth had
not been an easy or uncomplicated one. The APHA was founded in and very early in its history began to
search for publication options for the proceedings of its yearly meetings. By the end of its run, APHA leaders
were making plans for a new form of official publication. A committee report at the meeting stated: There has
been some progress made during the past year in the study and examination of the question of journalizing the
proceedings of this Association, but it has been found impossible to present to any publisher a definite
proposition. The difficulties are almost always entirely financial. If we had a membership sufficiently large, or
if we could guarantee a publisher a sufficient number of subscribers to protect him against loss, we would be
able to find a publisher without difficultyâ€¦. The committee recommends that the inquiry in relation to the
establishment of an Association journal be continued. This journal ambitiously expanded its scope starting in
late and a year later announced the following: With the November issue of the year , the encouragement
received from many hygienic quarters induced the Massachusetts Association to undertake the expansion of
the Journal to a national standard, with the cooperation of many sanitarians as editors. A new title, American
Journal of Public Hygiene , was selected. Beginning January, â€¦ [this Journal] will take an assured place as a
monthly, representing professional public hygiene, as it has always done, but under the title and with the
added dignity and prestige of the Journal of the American Public Health Association. By this time, Rickards
had moved from his poorly paid job as Director of the Bacteriological Laboratory of the Boston Health
Department to a more prestigious and better remunerated position as Director of the Ohio State Board of
Health in Columbus. At the same time, it would serve an important continuing education role for local health
officers across the country and provide them with a communication network and medium of exchange. The
Journal would likewise play an essential role as a leader in educating the public on health matters by providing
up-to-date, reliable, and authoritative information. It seems to have been remarkably successful in all these
efforts, not least in stimulating the rapid growth of membership, from in to in The American Public Health
Association: American Public Health Association: Report of Committee on the Establishment of an
Association Journal. Public Health Papers and Reports 33 American Journal of Public Hygiene 20 Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal Am J Public Health 2 History of the American Public Health Association.
American Journal of Public Health 8
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5: Dr. Peter Henderson Bryce - University College
Dr. Peter Henderson Bryce: A Story of Courage July Introduction Dr. Peter Henderson Bryce was a Canadian doctor
and a leader in the field of Public Health at the turn of the 20th century.

Our Allies in the Revolutionary War: Our Brothers-in-Arms in the Great War. Chief Medical Officer of the
Indian Department. By Order in Council dated Jan. The Order in Council recites: The un- dersigned believes
that the qualifications for the position above men- tioned are possessed in an eminent degree by Mr. Peter
Henderson Bryce, M. For each year up to he wrote an annual re- port on the health of the Indians, published in
the Departmental report, and on instructions from the minister made in a special inspection of thirty-five
Indian schools in the three prairie provinces. This report was published separately ; but the recom- 3
mendations contained in the report were never published and the public knows nothing of them. It contained a
brief history of the origin of the Indian Schools, of the sanitary condition of the schools and statistics of the
health of the pupils, during the 15 years of their existence. Regarding the health of the pupils, the report states
that 24 per cent, of all the pupils which had been in the schools were known to be dead, while of one school on
the File Hills reserve, which gave a complete return to date, 75 per cent, were dead at the end of the 16 years
since the school opened. Briefly the recommendations urged, 1 Greater school facilities, since only 30 per
cent, of the children of school age Recommen- were in attendance ; 2 That boarding schools with schoofre?
Such a board would have its secretary in the Department but would hold regular meetings, establish
qualifications for teachers, and oversee the appointments as well as the control of the schools ; 6 That
Continuation schools be arranged for on the school farms and that instruction methods similar to those on the
File Hills farm colony be deve- loped ; 7 That the health interests of the pupils be guarded by a proper medical
inspection and that the local physicians be en- couraged through the provision at each school of fresh air
methods in the care and treatment of cases of tuberculosis. The annual medical reports from year to year made
re- 4 ference to the unsatisfactory health of the pupils, while different local medical officers urged greater
action in view of the results of their experience from year to year. As the result of one such re- port the
Minister instructed the writer in to investigate the health of the children in the schools of the Calgary district in
a letter containing the following: Lafferty and check his inspec- tion. Lafferty the children of 8 schools in
Alberta, with children. Recommendations, made in this report, on much the same lines as those made in the
report of , followed the examina- tion of the children ; but owing to the active opposition of Mr. Scott, and his
advice to the then Deputy Minister, no action was taken by the Department to give effect to the recommendations made. This too was in spite of the opinion of Prof. Adami had with the writer examined the
children in one of the largest schools and was fully informed as to the actual situation. He stated that it was
only after the earnest solicitation of Mr. Scott that the whole matter of Dr. Adami stated in his letter to the
Deputy Minister: I can assure you my only motive is a great sympathy for these children, who are the wards of
the government and cannot protect them- selves from the ravages of this disease. In reviewing his
correspondence the writer finds a per- sonal letter, written by him to the Minister dated March 16th, ,
following an official letter regarding the inaction of the De- partment with regard to the recommendations of
the report. This letter refers to the most positive promises of Mr. Scott that the Department would at once take
steps to put the suggestions contained in the report into effect. The letter further says: Am I wrong in assuming
that the vanity of Mr. Scott, growing cut of his success at manipulating the mental activities of Mr. Pedley, has
led him to the fatal deception of supposing that his cleverness will be equal to that of Prospero in calming any
storm that may blow up from a Tuberculosis Association or any where else, since he knows that should he fail
he has through memoranda on file placed the responsibility on Mr. In this parti- cular matter, he is counting
upon the ignorance and indifference of the public to the fate of the Indians ; but with the awakening of the
health conscience of the people,. Rogers, whose chief activity was the investigation of the Deputy Minister,
which led up to his retirement. Now at last he said, 44 A medical minister exists who would understand the
situation as relates to the health of the Indians. The reply acknowledging re- ceipt of this memorandum
contained the following: Roche is urged to that should meet with every consideration, and some act. Roche
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became ill and was absent for some months nothing further was done ; but on his return the writer in a personal interview urged that this serious medical Indian problem be taken up in earnest. It was stated that
medical science now knows just what to do and what was necessary was to put our knowledge into practice.
Roche stated that on his return from the West he would certainly take the matter up. Since that moment
however, to the present, the matter haa awaited the promised action. The writer had done no regular inspection
work since Mr. Scott was made Deputy minister in , but had in each year up to prepared his medical report,
printed in the annual re- port of the Department. About this time the following letter was received: Ottawa,
Medical Inspector, June 17, It is true that since then we have availed ourselves of your services on a few
occasipns ; but during the past year, so far as I am awjare, you have not been called upon to do any duty for
the Department. I may say also that Dr. Grain of Win- nipeg, has lately been appointed to oversee the Western
schools and reserves and his time is fully occupied in the work. Under these cir- cumstances, I do not think
that you should be asked to furnish a report on the medical work in connection with Indians during the fiscal
year. I must thank you cordially for the offer to again prepare a report for publication. The transparent
hypocrisy contained in this remarkable com- munication sent, not by the Minister Dr. The other reason given,
to the effect that a certain physician, since retired for good cause, quite inexperienced in dealing with Indian
disease problems, had been appointed as Medical Inspector for the Western Provinces, showed how little the
Minister cared for the solution of the tuberculosis problem. As a matter of fact the Order in Council appointing
the writer had neither been changed nor rescinded, while the transfer to the Interior Department of the
payment of the total salary was made in in order that his regular increase of pay under the new classification of
the Civil Service Act of that year might be made. As the war broke out in and immigration was largely
suspended, an unexpected opportunity occurred through Dr. The large demand for this pamphlet led to the
preparation of a similar study on " The Conservation of the Man Power of the Indian Population of Canada, "
which had already supplied over volunteer soldiers for the Empire. For obvious reasons this memorandum was
not published, but was 8 value of placed in the hands of a minister of the Crown in , oTindians r in order that
all the facts might be made known to the Government. It is thus obvious that from the lowest standard of
wealth producers the Indian population of Canada was already a matter of much importance to the State. From
the statistics given in the " Man Power " pamphlet it was made plain that instead of the normal increase in the
Indian population being 1. The comparisons showed that the loss was almost wholly due to a high death rate
since, though incomplete, the Indian birth rate was 27 per thousand or higher than the average for the whole
white population. The memorandum states, " As the Indian people are an un- usually strong native race, their
children at birth are large and sturdy, and under good sanitary conditions have a low mortality. Thus of the
children born in the File Hills Farm Colony in 17 years only 34 died, while of 15 births in only 1 died, giving
the unusually low rate of 77 per thousand within the year. In reply he received the following letter. Bryce,
Ottawa, May 7, I have your letter of the third instant asking for certain vital statis- tics. I am unable to give
you the figures you ask as we are not receiving any vital statistics now, and last year we obtained only the total
num- ber of births and deaths from each Agency. These were not printed and are not therefore available for
distribution. The causes of deaths have never been noted in our reports and we have no information. Your
obedient servant, Signed J. A study of the statistics shows that in the wage earn? In order however to show
how an Indian population may increase, the writer obtained from Mr. Graham, at that time Superintendent of
the File Hills colony from to , the complete record for this period. In all there were 53 colonists from the
neighbouring Indian schools, starting with five in , who had taken up homesteads in the colony. Most of them
married although 15 either left or had died previous to marriage. In June there were resident 38 men, 26
women and children, or colonists in all. This was one nineteenth of the total area cultivated by , persons in all
the Indian bands in Canada, Awhile 87, bushels of grain were grown, and 33, head of live stock were kept. In
the report of t,he Chief Medical Officer shows that statistics collected from 99 local medical officers having
the care of a population of 70, gave a. What these figures disclose has been made more plain year by year,
namely that tuberculosis, contracted in infancy, creates diseases of the brain, joints, bones, and to a less degree
of the lungs and also that if not fatal till adolescence it then usually progresses rapidly to a fatal termination in
consump- tion of the lungs. The memorandum further states, " If a similar me- thod had been introduced
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amongst the bands on the health-giving uplands of Alberta, much might have been done to prevent such a
splendid race of warriors as the Blackfeet from decreasing from in to in ,6, or, allowing for natural increase, an
actual loss of 40 per cent, since they should have numbered at least 1, Such then is the situation made known
to the Hon. Rowell, who applied to the writer in to supply him with such facts and arguments as would support
the Bill he proposed to introduce into Parliament fpr the creation of a Federal Depart- ment of Health. It was
with pleasure that the memorandum dealing with Indian health matters was given him, along with a proposed
Bill for a Department of Health, which contained amongst its pro- visions one for including the Indian
Medical Service along with the other Medical Federal services in the new Department. In the special medical
committee called by Mr. But something then occult influ- happened: What special occult influences came into
rob the in- action may be imagined, when the Second Reading of dians of a chance. It has been noted that from
up to the time when Dr. Roche was eliminated from the government in to make room for a more hardy and
subtle representative of Unionism the activities of the Chief Medical In- spector of the Indian Department, had
in practice ceased ; yet now he was to see as the outcome of all this health legislation for which he had been
struggling for years, the failure of one of his special health dreams, which he has hoped to see realized. A side
light however, may serve to illumine the beclouded situation. That the desire for power and for the control
appointments should override any higher consideration such as saving the lives of the Indians must be inferred
from the following statement of the Hon. On June 8th, , the estimates of the Indian Department were un- der
consideration in Parliament. Page of Hansard has the following: McKenzie, " I understand that frightful
ravages are being made amongst them Indians by tuberculosis and the conditions of life are certainly not such
as to preserve them from the ravages of that dread disease. I should be pleased to know at the earliest possible
moment if that branch of the Department was going to be transferred to the Department of Health. Meighen, "
The Health Department has no power to take over the matter of the health of the Indians. That is not included
in the Act establishing the department. It was purposely left out of the Act. I did not then think and do not
think yet that it would be practicable for the Health Department to do that work, because they would require to
duplicate the organization away in the remote regions, where Indian reserves are, and there would be
established a sort of divided control and authority over the Indians. Beland, " Is tuberculosis increasing or
decreasing amongst the Indians? Meighen, " I am afraid I cannot give a very encouraging an- swer to the
question. We are not convinced that it is increasing, but it is not decreasing.
6: APHA Past Presidents
Dr. Peter Henderson Bryce was a Canadian doctor and a leader in the field of Public Health at the turn of the 20th
century. He wrote Canada's first Health Code for the province of Ontario in

7: Birth of the American Journal of Public Health
The statistics became public in when Bryce published The Story of a National Crime: Being a Record of the Health
Conditions of the Indians of Canada from to

8: Peter Bryce and Duncan Campbell Scott: The road not taken on residential schools | www.enganchecub
PETER HENDERSON BRYCE, M.D. AWARD FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS ADVOCATING FOR THE HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING OF FIRST NATIONS, MÃ‰TIS AND INUIT CHILDREN AND YOUTH Le prix P.H. Bryce pour
l'excellence de la dÃ©fense d'intÃ©rÃªts en santÃ© publique axÃ©e sur les enfants et les adolescents mÃ©tis, inuits et
des PremiÃ¨res nations.

9: Biography â€“ BRYCE, PETER HENDERSON â€“ Volume XVI () â€“ Dictionary of Canadian Biography
Bryce returned to Canada and opened a general practice in Guelph, Ont., and in Arthur Sturgis Hardy*, provincial
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secretary in Oliver Mowat*'s Liberal government, appointed him secretary of the Provincial Board of Health.
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